Get Link
Accelerate Knowledge Sharing and
Problem Solving within the Largest
Library of Critical Engineering Content
Engineers and other technical professionals spend a third or more of
their time searching for the information and insights they need to solve
problems and develop solutions. Get Link by IHS Markit allows these
professionals to quickly create and share links in Engineering Workbench to
reference specific Codes and Standards, reducing search time and mitigating
risk with complete documentation and traceability.

Get Link at Work
Get Link is a powerful tool that allows technical professionals to quickly,
easily, and confidently create and share links to referenced knowledge
within the extensive library of Engineering Workbench Codes and Standards.
Using exclusive technology, Get Link instantly allows users to create links to
reference Codes and Standards entire documents, specific pages, or specific
sections within a document, accelerating research and problem solving.
Using the capabilities of Get Link, technical professionals are able to:
‒ Efficiently capture information to
make references again in the future

‒ Mitigate risk with complete
documentation and research
traceability

‒ Respect all copyright rules and

‒ Quickly and easily share reference

regulations

links with any team member

Get Link by IHS Markit makes your engineering teams more efficient with the
ability to quickly create and share specific links to reference all Codes and
Standards documents.
Mitigate risks and increase efficiencies by ensuring your teams are quickly
identifying and sharing reliable references within the largest library of Codes
and Standards documents.

Get Link Capabilities
At the top of the Document or Summary Tab of the Document Viewer, click
opens the Get Link dialog box.
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Choose to get a link to the Most Recent Revision or This Specific Version of a
document.

Highlight a specific section of the document to instantly create a link to that exact
section within the document.
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